
ATTENTION CUSTOMERS: You will need the liner, front mounting cap and 

screw from the original forend. This forend requires a metal liner with front 

mounting screw sleeve for installation; which is not included. The metal liner 

from the original forend may be used if it is not damaged, deformed or 

modified in any way. The removal of metal liner from the original forend will 

require original forend to be split into 2 pieces, making it unusable once 

completed. Before installing forend liner, ensure all surfaces are free from 

dried adhesive debris. Rubbing alcohol, or other cleaning agent that will not 

hinder new adhesive performance, should be used to clean the metal 

surfaces. Slight fitting may be required to properly fit you specific liner. 

Make sure the forend retains its intended shape when the liner is installed. 

Dry fit the metal liner into forend, and onto gun, to ensure proper fit and 

function. Ensure all inletted surfaces of forend are completely free from 

debris before applying adhesive. Generously, apply Acraglas adhesive to all 

inletted surfaces of forend that the liner will make contact with. Also, apply 

adhesive to metal liner if necessary to ensure proper function of the gun. 

Once installed make sure to let adhesive dry according to manufactures 

specifications before use. 
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